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• Increasing food insecurity and ongoing 
nutrition transition

• Consolidation of corporate power and profit 
in food value chain

• Dualistic agriculture system 

• Scarce arable land and water 

In context of 

• Extreme income and wealth 

• inequality 

• Climate change impacts

• Urbanisation 

State of the food system in South Africa
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Potential of indigenous food crops of the Cape Floristic 
Region (CFR)
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The CFR is
• A landscape rich in edible plants, previously sustaining the KhoiSan first peoples
• Suffering significant ecosystem loss from conventional agricultural and imported 

crops

Indigenous CFR foods have potential 
as
• climate resilient and ecologically  

restorative crops
• socially significant and nutritionally 

valuable foods
• livelihood generators 

Cowling, et al, 2003



• Historical and ongoing loss of TEK

• KhoiSan first peoples decimated 
and acculturated by settlers

• Remaining KhoiSan identity 
suppressed during colonial and 
apartheid rule

• Food aspiration shifts due to 
urbanisation and nutrition transition

• Limited academic research 

• Limited availability and use 

Traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) of indigenous CFR 
food crops 
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Multiple cultural knowledges and identities in the region

• Cape Malay and Cape Coloured people—
descendants of the KhoiSan, colonial slaves, 
political and religious exiles, mixed-race unions  

• European South Africans—of largely Dutch, 
English, Portuguese, German, French heritage

• Black South Africans—many farmers from summer 
rainfall areas

Complexity around TEK of the CFR
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…Plus an emerging market in indigenous food 
crops driven by high-end chefs 



A civil society organisation aiming to
• catalyse equitable and ecologically-sound access, cultivation and use of CFR edible 

crops
• create, capture, share & publish knowledge
• enable localised, small-scale & grass-roots initiatives 

… Through a Chef-Supported Agriculture (CSA) initiative
• Co-creating an equitable market in local wild foods with growers and chefs
• Action through multi-stakeholder participatory engagements

As of Jan 2019, three engagements by Local WILD resulted in commitment from:
• 20 leading Cape Town chefs 
• 9 growers 
• 3  knowledge holders

Tapping CFR edible potential through cultivation: 
“Local WILD” case study
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Motivations & perceptions: growers

TEK holders
• Community knowledge building
• Identity and reconnection with place
• Empowerment, rather than employment 
• Autonomy from existing food system 

Non-TEK holders
• Commercial exploitation
• Food security development
• Climatically easier to farm
• Personally interested in learning about what is indigenous and edible, to 

engage with international foraging movement 
• Consider crops interesting for local high-end chefs, many of whom engaged 

with the trend in wild products set by world’s leading chefs
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Challenges: growers
TK holders 

• Knowledge around use needs to 
be reclaimed

• Knowledge around farming needs 
to be created

• Appropriation concerns 
• Business training needed 
• Land tenure needed
• Perceptional issues: “poverty” 

foods & unusual veg
• Clarity around sustainable wild 

harvest permitting 
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• Access to seed 

Non TK holders 
• Financial issues: no funding for training, project viability concerns and low profit 

margins
• Perceptional issues: need to build acceptability of these foods
• Access to seed 

Solomon Square Indigenous Garden. Image Shaun Swingler for GoodFoodJobs



Chefs as change agents
Motivations

• organoleptic properties, uniqueness, 
sustainability and seasonality

• working towards a local food culture—
for some this extra-local, for others 
internal 

• creating awareness around “new” more 
sustainable ingredients

Challenges
• Lacking knowledge, access & 

distribution
• Perceptional issues among patrons  
• Responsibility: to represent heritage in 

the story of indigenous things which 
“we often like have blinkers towards”

• Concern about resource exploitation if 
“everyone” starts foraging for these 
plants
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Local WILD early successes and next steps

• Experimental Spring veldkool crop 
• multiple harvests to chefs
• positive feedback from patrons
• request for larger volumes

• Seed saving and propagation underway 
• Public foraging garden in early planning
• Eco-school gardens in early planning
• Additional farmer engagements scheduled 
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Lentegeur Hospital Market garden 

Next, further participatory knowledge-sharing
• growing, use and heritage
• engagement between chefs and farmers around what and how much to begin 

experimental cultivation 
• participatory planning of 2019 growing season



Conditions needed for a viable and equitable indigenous food 
economy 
• Power-aware engagement around equity 

in the context of complex stakeholder 
involvement    

• Secure land tenure

• Training/training material 

• Reliable distribution systems

• Multilevel government buy-in 

• Conservation buy-in

• Longterm grant support
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